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Abstract— A key challenge in self-reconfigurable robotics is
the development and validation of complex distributed behav-
iors and control algorithms, particularly for large populations
of modules. Physics-based, 3D simulators play a vital role in
helping researchers overcome this challenge by allowing them to
approximate the physical interactions of connected, autonomous
robotic systems with one another and with their surrounding
environments in a fast, safe, and low-cost manner that can
reveal physical details that are critical to successful control.
Current state-of-the-art self-reconfigurable robot simulators
require users to have extensive programming (and software
engineering) knowledge. Additionally, tasks such as translating
specifications of real-world modules into simulated ones, creat-
ing complex configurations of modules, and designing complex
environments are text-based, time-consuming, and error-prone
tasks in these simulators, limiting their usefulness to quickly
approximate real-world scenarios. This paper proposes ReBots,
a drag-and-drop, high-performance self-reconfigurable robot
simulator built on top of the Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) game
engine. The mouse-and-keyboard GUI interface of ReBots
allows users to rapidly prototype new modules, drag instances
of them into environments, move and rotate modules, connect
modules to one another, modify module properties, rotate
module motors, change module behaviors, create complex
and realistic environments, and run/pause/stop simulations.
The results show that ReBots demonstrates high-performance
and scalability of self-reconfigurable and modular robots with
complex, distributed and autonomous behaviors in simulated
realistic environments, including simulations of environments
with up to 2000 autonomous modules physically interacting
with one another.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of modular, self-reconfigurable robotics, de-
signing and validating controllers and behaviors for dis-
tributed, autonomous modules remains a challenge, par-
ticularly when considering large populations of modules.
Developing such software directly on robotic hardware is
error prone and can make debugging difficult, in addition to
risking damage to potentially expensive prototype hardware.

Physics-based, 3D simulators address this challenge by
enabling researchers to safely and, at very little cost, ap-
proximate the autonomous physical interactions of systems
of modular and self-reconfigurable robots with one another
and with their environments, thus revealing physical details
critical to successful control.

There exist some general-purpose, physics-based, 3D sim-
ulators for modular, self-reconfigurable robots, but their lack
of mouse-and-keyboard, GUI-based interfaces leads to the
following limitations:
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1) Using them requires extensive programming and soft-
ware engineering knowledge, making them difficult for
many robotics researchers, particularly those outside of
a computer science background, to use effectively.

2) Simulated module specifications, environment layouts,
and configurations of connected modules are specified
in a text-based, manual fashion (in source code or
configuration files and without visual debugging sup-
port), making the design of large-scale configurations
of complex modules in realistic environments time-
consuming and error-prone.

Modern game engines, such as Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) 1 –
which was recently made open-source and released for free
for non-commercial use – package optimized 3D rendering,
state-of-the-art physics simulation middleware, and powerful
environment and actor creation tools into a single toolchain
designed to facilitate the creation of complex video games.
UE4 exposes vast functionality through keyboard-and-mouse
GUIs (making it usable to those less familiar with program-
ming), but also provides programmers with a powerful API to
deploy complex custom behavior using C++. These features
make it a potentially useful platform on which to base a self-
reconfigurable robot simulator. Nevertheless, using a game
engine for the simulation of autonomous robot modules is not
straightforward, requiring simulation designers to carefully
map game engine concepts to robot simulation concepts to
ensure good performance and useful simulation functionality.

This paper proposes the ReBots simulator: a high-
performance, physics-based, drag-and-drop 3D simulator for
modular and self-reconfigurable robots built on top of the
Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) game engine. This simulator makes
several unique contributions to the field:

1) ReBots provides drag-and-drop GUI visual debugging
and creation tools for building new modules and mod-
ifying existing ones.

2) ReBots offers drag-and-drop GUI tools that allow
users to quickly construct realistic environments and
complex robot configurations (including specifying
joints between modules), reducing the time and effort
necessary to create useful and realistic simulations.

3) The ReBots drag-and-drop GUI can be used to run sim-
ulations of complex robotic behaviors and to change
the behaviors loaded onto modules without any pro-
gramming required, reducing the computer science and
programming knowledge needed to use it effectively.

Using ReBots, we have demonstrated large numbers

1https://www.unrealengine.com/what-is-unreal-engine-4



Fig. 1: Example results generated using ReBots. In a., 10, 24-SuperBot module snakes locomote into 1500 small rigid body
obstacles (blue) and 18 large rigid body obstacles (gold) in a complex environment. In b., 1000 SuperBot, Smores, and
RoomBot half modules randomly locomote around a complex environment. In c., three different tree structures of SuperBot
modules locomote using a caterpillar gait on each branch. In d., a tree of 24 Smores modules executes a motion in its
environment. In e., a pile of 2000 Roombot module halves is simulated. In f., two SuperBot modules, a Smores module, and
a Roombot module half interact with 3 different types of fluid, soft bodies (purple squid), and rigid bodies (brown boxes).

(currently up to 2000) of self-reconfigurable and modular
robots of different types performing complex, distributed and
autonomous behaviors in realistic environments, including
environments with simulated cloth, soft bodies, rope, fluid,
and debris that can all dynamically and physically interact
with one another and with modular robots during simulation.
Some examples of autonomous robot behaviors and complex
environments generated using ReBots are illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. The associated video provides many other examples.

Section II discusses related work. Section III gives some
background on Unreal Engine 4. Section IV details the
proposed simulator, ReBots. Section V presents results gen-
erated using the ReBots simulator. Section VI concludes with
future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A number of general-purpose physics-based simulators
exist for approximating the behavior of multiple physically-
interacting robots of many different types in 2D and 3D
environments. Many notable simulators of this type are
proprietary: e.g., Webots [1], Microsoft Robotics Developer
Studio2, and V-REP3. However, popular open source alter-
natives exist: Gazebo [2], MORSE [3] (which is based on
the open source Blender game engine but has very little GUI
functionality), and Stage [4] (for 2.5D simulations). Newer
simulators, such as SwarmSimX [5], are being developed in
academic labs for future release.

Other important, but more specialized, physics-based 3D
robot simulators include ARGoS [6] for swarm robots,
OpenHRP4 for humanoid robots, USARSim [7] for search
and rescue simulations involving mobile robots, RoboDK5

2http://www.microsoft.com/robotics
3http://www.coppeliarobotics.com
4https://fkanehiro.github.io/openhrp3-doc/en/about.html
5http://www.robodk.com

for industrial robots, and soccer robot simulators such as
SimSpark [8] and SimRobot [9].

Though many of the simulators mentioned above have
powerful GUI interfaces (including drag-and-drop function-
ality) that enable users to configure and run simulations
quickly without extensive programming, they would re-
quire extensive modification to make them suitable for self-
reconfigurable robot simulations. Crucially, they lack general
mechanisms for modules to physically dock to and undock
from one another and general mechanisms for modules to
communicate with one another locally based on the current
connections between modules. Extending these simulators
to support this functionality is not at all straightforward and
may not even be possible (e.g., if the source code is closed).

Finally, there have been some self-reconfigurable robot
simulators proposed, including those specific to certain mod-
ule types and those that are general-purpose (extensible
to multiple self-reconfigurable robot types, potentially in
the same simulations). Simulators specific to module types
include the SuperBot [10] simulator [11], [12]6, the robot
Molecule [13] simulator [14], the WeBots-based Room-
bot [15] simulator [16], and the MTRAN simulator [17].

To the best of our knowledge, the only two general-
purpose self-reconfigurable robot simulators that have been
proposed are the Unified Simulator for Self-reconfigurable
Robots (USSR) [18] and our own ReMod3D [19]. The
USSR simulator is well-designed, was shown to support sev-
eral module types, and offers crucial, full-featured general-
purpose self-reconfigurable robot simulation functionality.
However, its performance is limited. It has been shown
only to simulate 303 Odin [20] modules, made of simple
shapes: cylinders, spheres, and cones at 1/10th real-time
speed on a 2.4 GHz dual-core MacBook Pro with 4 GB

6Videos available at http://www.isi.edu/robots/media-superbot.html



Fig. 2: The simplified architecture of the ReBots simulator, including the ReBots GUI window (ReBots UE4 Editor GUI).

of RAM. ReMod3D was shown to exceed the performance
of many state-of-the-art simulators, including the USSR
simulator: simulations with 1000+ connected or disconnected
self-reconfigurable robots were shown to run at or over
1/10th real-time speed. Support was demonstrated for several
module types, and novel environmental realism for self-
reconfigurable simulations (GPU-accelerated fluid and de-
bris) was demonstrated. Both ReMod3D and USSR lack GUI
functionality to facilitate the easy creation of new modules,
environments and module configurations, all of which are
specified directly in source code or text-based configuration
files. As a consequence, both simulators require exten-
sive programming knowledge to be useful, and designing
complex, realistic environments and module configurations
remains challenging. ReBots takes key steps to overcome
these difficulties, in part by using Unreal Engine 4.

III. UNREAL ENGINE 4

Unreal Engine 4 (often abbreviated UE4) is the latest
major version of the professional-grade Unreal Engine game
engine. The Unreal Engine has been used to create a
number of popular and state-of-the-art AAA video game
titles, including the Bioshock series, the Gears of War series,
the Mass Effect series, Dishonored, Borderlands, and many
others. At the time of this writing, Unreal Engine 4 has been
released for free for academic use. The C++ source code of
the engine has also been made available for customization
via GitHub7. UE4 game development consists of extending
UE4 built-in data types and functionality either using a C++
API or the Blueprints visual scripting language. ReBots was
developed using the C++ API. Core ReBots functionality
is integrated with UE4 using event-handling methods (e.g.,
BeginP lay, called at the beginning of simulations, and
Tick, called at every simulation time-step) invoked by the
UE4 runtime.

7https://github.com/EpicGames/UnrealEngine

Unreal Engine 4 makes use of the high-fidelity, multi-
threaded, GPU-accelerated PhysX8 engine for 3D physi-
cal simulations involving rigid bodies, fluids, and particle
systems such as debris. The source code for PhysX has
recently been released as well via GitHub9. UE4 can also
be integrated with NVIDIA FleX [21] for unified GPU
particle-based simulations of rigid bodies, soft bodies, fluids,
cloth, and rope interacting in real-time. FleX simulations
take place on the GPU (making them highly scalable), but
FleX bodies can also interact with traditional PhysX rigid
bodies. ReBots utilizes PhysX and FleX together to create
high-performance simulations of robots (simulated using
PhysX) in very complex environments with large numbers of
obstacles and environmental elements (simulated using either
PhysX or FleX). UE4 is compatible with both Mac OSX
and Windows, and projects can easily be migrated between
different operating systems, leading to high code reusability
and making ReBots fully cross-platform. These features,
along with its open source code, ease of installation, and
availability for free, make it a powerful choice for the basis
of a general-purpose 3D self-reconfigurable robot simulator.

IV. THE PROPOSED SIMULATOR: REBOTS

A. ReBots Architecture

Fig. 3: Docking demonstration in ReBots. Image a. (left)
shows three simulated SuperBot modules with connectors
misaligned both linearly and rotationally (but within con-
nector tolerances). Image b. (right) shows the modules being
automatically projected together and docked by ReBots.

8https://developer.nvidia.com/gameworks-physx-overview
9https://github.com/NVIDIAGameWorks/PhysX-3.3



A simplified visualization of the architecture of ReBots,
including the way it interfaces with the UE4 runtime and
basic data types used in UE4, is given in Figure 2. ReBots
is implemented as a UE4 project that consists of the ReBots
Code Base (black dashed box in Figure 2) as well as
persistent data storage for levels, 3D meshes (for robot
bodies, obstacles, etc.), material assets for correct rendering
and to encapsulate physics properties of bodies, and various
project settings (red dashed box in Figure 2). The ReBots
Code Base, when compiled, generates a customized version
of the ReBots UE4 Editor GUI, with the custom actors,
robot modules, obstacles, etc. (defined as subclasses of UE4
class AActor using C++) included in the the ReBots UE4
Editor GUI for dragging and dropping into environments.
During execution, the ReBots Code Base is managed by
the Unreal Engine 4 Runtime, which interfaces with lower-
level middleware libraries such as PhysX and NVIDIA FleX
(for physics calculations) and also provides a framework
for the overall game runloop, including event handling calls
and runtime data type management. The ReBots Persistent
Data storage is managed through the ReBots UE4 Editor
GUI, which can be used to create, modify, delete etc. levels,
3D meshes, materials, and various project settings (such as
rendering quality and PhysX simulation fidelity). The ReBots
UE4 Editor GUI interfaces directly with the appropriate
rendering API(s) (e.g., OpenGL, DirectX) for optimized
rendering performance.

B. Implementation

The ReBots Code Base consists of a number of C++
framework classes that implement general-purpose self-
reconfigurable simulation functionality (e.g., connection-
aware message passing and module docking/undocking) and
basic self-reconfigurable simulation data types (e.g., those
representing modules, connectors, links, joints, messages,
sensors, actuators, and behaviors) in terms of UE4 data
types and inside the UE4 runloop (when necessary). The
architecture of this framework is based on the mind-and-body
architecture we presented in [19], in which robot modules
have a mind (percepts, actions, world model, behavior) and a
body (links, joints, sensors, actuators). This architecture was
shown to support multiple modular and self-reconfigurable
robot types, facilitate the development of powerful high
and low-level control algorithms (behaviors), and provide
a consistent and convenient interface for introducing noise
into sensing and actuation. The modular and object-oriented
design of this architecture makes it easy to add new modules,
sensors, actuators, etc. by subclassing existing classes to
customize functionality and data representation.

Unreal Engine 4 Game Modes (subclasses of
AReBotsGameMode in ReBots, which, in turn, subclass
UE4 class AGameMode) are used to implement high-
level modular, self-reconfigurable simulation functionality,
e.g., inter-module communication that is aware of the
connections between modules and docking/undocking
of module connectors. Magnetic docking is simulated
by projecting the connectors of two modules together and

connecting them with a physics constraint when they become
close enough to one another (see Figure 3). Geometric
collision actors with no mass are attached to each connector,
and docking is initiated when the geometric collision actors
of two compatible connectors overlap (which generates
an overlap event in the Unreal Engine 4 Runtime). This
magnetic docking can be turned off or on per-connector.
Modules can also initiate docking/undocking actions from
their behaviors. Undocking is simulated by breaking the
constraint that was placed between the modules either during
docking or before the simulation began in the ReBots UE4
Editor GUI by the user. Though only magnetic docking has
been implemented thus far, other game modes could easily
be written to facilitate alternative forms of docking (e.g., via
physical latching mechanisms simulated using PhysX rigid
bodies and constraints). This is left for future work. Modules
are implemented as subclasses of AModularRobot (itself
a subclass of AActor), such that they are available in the
ReBots UE4 Editor GUI to be dragged and dropped into
any environment. Subclasses of AReBotsGameMode are
also made available for selection in the ReBots UE4 Editor
GUI so that any custom environment-wide functionality in
them (e.g., special docking or communication logic) can be
applied to any level.

C. Usage and Extension

Users interact with ReBots programmatically by extending
or subclassing the provided C++ source files to create new
modules, obstacles, sensors, actuators, game modes (for
managing environments), etc. Module bodies are defined by
importing 3D meshes (e.g., OBJ files) into the ReBots project
and referencing them in the C++ code of the module. Once
the sensors, actuators, actions, percepts, and world models
of a robot have been defined, one or more behaviors can be
developed for that module. Algorithm 1 gives an example of
a ”twist” behavior of SuperBot modules and illustrates the
way in which module behavior code is executed within the
UE4 game runloop. The AModularRobot class subclasses
AActor which has a Tick function that is called at each
simulation time-step by the UE4 runtime (just before the
next physics/rendering update). This function is used to
read module sensors (Line 11), execute a step (tick) of the
module’s behavior (Line 12), and write new values to the
module’s actuators (Lines 13-14), among other bookkeeping
operations. The behavior shown simply sets all the joint
angles to 45.0 degrees (Lines 4-6), waits 100 simulation
time steps (Line 7), then sets all the joint angles to -45.0
degrees. The process then repeats indefinitely, switching the
joint angles every 100 time steps. The number of time steps
to delay is simply set large enough to give the motors
sufficient time to reach their target orientation. Custom game
modes (subclasses of AReBotsGameMode) can be used
to introduce environment-wide logic as they have a global
view of the level to which they are assigned, including all the
actors/modules in it. Game modes can be used modify actors,
spawn new actors programmatically, parse the constraints
between module docks specified by users in the ReBots



Fig. 4: The self-reconfigurable robots currently implemented in ReBots with their real-world counterparts in similar poses.
Left-to-right: Roombot, Smores, SuperBot.

Fig. 5: Examples of GUI-based module creation and modification in ReBots. The leftmost image shows a static mesh being
edited. The center image shows a SuperBot module’s joints being rotated manually before simulation begins. The right
image shows a configuration of three novel self-reconfigurable robots prototyped using the ReBots UE4 Editor GUI. The
dark gray wheels rotate using revolute joints, while the green components slide prismatically into and away from the body.

UE4 Editor GUI (such that the modules are aware of these
initial connections), override environment properties such as
gravity, etc.

Algorithm 1: Example robot module behavior as exe-
cuted within the overall game runloop in UE4. The code
has been simplified for clarity.

// Class TwistBehavior
1 Function BehaviorTick(sVals)
2 if ProgramCounter == 0 then
3 TwistAngle = 45.0;

4 AddActionToQueue(SET ANGLE 0, TwistAngle);
5 AddActionToQueue(SET ANGLE 1, TwistAngle);
6 AddActionToQueue(SET ANGLE 2, TwistAngle);
7 AddActionToQueue(DELAY, 100);
8 TwistAngle = -TwistAngle;
9 return ActionQueue;

// Class SuperBotModule
10 Function ModuleTick()
11 sVals := ReadSensors();
12 Actions := ModuleBehavior.Tick();
13 for each a in Actions do
14 PerformAction(a);

Users also interact with ReBots through the ReBots
UE4 Editor GUI to build new environments, prototype new
modules, populate environments with modules and other
elements, and run simulations. 3D meshes imported into
the simulator can be instanced in a level through dragging
and dropping. By adding physics constraints between these
meshes, setting joint angles/velocities, and adding external

forces such as gravity, users can quickly prototype mod-
ules and simulate the module-in-progress to determine the
parameters necessary to implement the module correctly in
C++ source code. Such parameters – including motor gains,
relative translations/rotations, center of mass adjustments,
constraint projection settings – can be tricky to determine
and, without a GUI, often require significant trial and error
through recompilation of source code. In ReBots, this trial
and error can be done visually with a mouse and key-
board without recompilation. Modules already implemented
in C++ source code can also be modified similarly without
recompilation, allowing users to quickly prototype changes
to modules visually without needing to recompile.

Similarly, ReBots enables users to quickly create complex
environments by dragging, dropping, and configuring actors,
3D meshes, modules, etc. in levels. Heightfields can be gen-
erated via a process similar to painting in Adobe Photoshop
or GIMP: a brush of a certain size and shape is selected
which can then be used to ”paint” the heightfield. The longer
the brush is held on an area, the taller that area of the
heightfield becomes. By placing constraints between module
connectors in the ReBots UE4 Editor GUI, users can quickly
and intuitively create complex configurations of modules.
Multiple actors/modules can be selected, copied, and pasted
to accelerate this process (local structure within the copied
actors is maintained, including constraints between them).

Simulation of configurations of modules in environments
is controlled with play, pause, skip frame, and stop buttons
on the ReBots UE4 Editor GUI. The behaviors compiled
for each module type are available via a drop down menu
when a module of that type is selected in the the ReBots
UE4 Editor GUI. Modules can be independently configured
with different behaviors. The simulation is automatically



Fig. 6: Example scalability tests performed using the ReBots simulator.

Fig. 7: Example environments and configurations of modules generated using ReBots.

reset when the stop button is pressed, allowing for easy
”replaying” of the simulation multiple times (perhaps with
small changes). We are currently working on developing user
guides for interacting with ReBots both programmatically
using C++ and through the ReBots UE4 Editor GUI.

V. RESULTS

A. Simulated Modules

Several modular and/or self-reconfigurable robots have
been simulated using ReBots, including Roombot [15] mod-
ules, Smores [22] modules, and SuperBot [10] modules. Ad-
ditionally, a wheeled robot with realistic, physics-based sus-
pension and gearing has been simulated (see the associated
video). The high-quality meshes for the various rigid bodies
used to make up these modules were imported from OBJ files
into the ReBots simulator. Each simulated SuperBot module
consists of ten rigid bodies, three joints, and a total of over
2500 vertices. Roombot modules consist of four rigid bodies,
three joints, and a total of over 10,000 vertices. Smores
modules consist of 7 rigid bodies, four joints, and a total of
over 1000 vertices. The drag-and-drop GUI of the ReBots
UE4 Editor greatly simplified the implementation of these
modules. Individual components of module instances (such
as specific joints or specific rigid bodies) can be selected
in the ReBots UE4 Editor GUI, translated, rotated, and
otherwise modified without requiring recompilation. Thus,
errors in module physical implementation can be quickly
spotted and fixed graphically. The modified properties of the
module can then be easily copied back to the C++ source
code, as the properties have the same name in the C++
API as they do in the ReBots UE4 Editor GUI. Figure 4
shows the implemented simulated modules and their real-

life counterparts in similar poses. Figure 5 illustrates some
aspects of the module creation process in ReBots.

B. Scalability, Performance, and Environments

Fig. 10: Scalability of ReBots (frames per second against
number of modules) when simulating piles of physically-
interacting but disconnected modules in an enclosed space
executing simple joint behaviors.

ReBots has demonstrated high scalability and performance,
even with sophisticated configurations of modules, sophis-
ticated environments, high-quality 3D meshes, and high-
quality rendering of materials. For all scalability testing, the
frame-rate was capped at 60 frames per second, and the
time-step for physical simulations was 1/60 of a second.
All tests were performed on a Windows PC with an Intel



Fig. 8: A sophisticated example of self-reconfiguration and complex module behavior using SuperBot modules in ReBots.

Fig. 9: A sophisticated example of locomotion, manipulation, and autonomous assembly using SuperBot modules in ReBots.

Core i7 quad-core processor, 8GB of RAM, and an NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 970M GPU. All rendering settings were set
to their maximum possible (highest-quality) values in UE4.
Figure 6 illustrates some example scalability tests performed
in ReBots. In Figure 6(a), a connected, 120-SuperBot module
snake executes a caterpillar gait across a large custom
heightfield environment at 19 frames per second. Simulations
of 300-module snakes in the same environment executed at 8
frames per second. The largest snake tested was 500 modules
in length and was simulated at 5 frames per second. In
Figure 6(b), a heterogeneous pile of 1050 Smores, SuperBot,
and Roombot module halves all executing simple motion
gaits is simulated at 5 frames per second. In Figure 6(c),
10, 24-SuperBot module double snakes (attached front-to-
back and side-to-side) sway upright into 1500 rigid body
obstacles at 20 frames per second.

Figure 10 plots the frame rate of the ReBots simula-
tor as increasing numbers of disconnected but physically-
interacting modules are piled on top of one another in
a relatively small, enclosed space executing simple joint
behaviors. See Figure 6(b) and Figure 1(e) for the setup
of two of these experiments. The red curve represents a
simulation of a pile of 500 SuperBot modules executing
a ”twist” behavior (Algorithm 1). The green curve repre-
sents a pile of 1000 Smores modules rotating their outer
wheels at a constant velocity. The blue curve represents a
pile of 2000 RoomBot module halves rotating their inner
joints at a constant velocity. The yellow curve represents a
mixed pile of 300 Smores modules, 250 SuperBot modules,
and 500 Roombot module halves executing the behaviors
described above. The curves end when no more modules

can be simulated without significant freezing and stuttering.
As expected, the frame rate decreases as the number of
modules increases, and the more physical constraints and
rigid bodies involved in a module, the fewer modules of that
type can be simulated at a given frame rate. For example,
SuperBot modules contained the most total rigid bodies
and constraints (10 rigid bodies plus 3 physics constraints),
and had, by far, the lowest scalability. On the other hand,
Roombot module halves have only 2 rigid bodies and one
physics constraint and were the most scalable module type.
Smores modules, which have 4 physics constraints and 7
rigid bodies scale better than SuperBot modules but not
as well as Roombot module halves. This scalability seems
to be independent of the number of triangles and vertices
in the meshes used to define the bodies themselves, likely
because UE4 uses simplified collision boxes when possible
to optimize performance. Note that Roombot module halves
were used in order to give more variety in module complexity
and still functioned as 1DOF autonomous modules.

Figure 7 gives a number of examples of complex con-
figurations of modular and self-reconfigurable robots in
complex environments generated entirely using the ReBots
UE4 Editor GUI (after the modules and their behaviors had
been created in C++). The joints between modules were also
created graphically using the GUI. In 7(a), a manipulator of
SuperBot modules (with two support arms) reaches for a
sphere in a multi-level environment with stairs. In 7(b), four
rolling tracks, each with 36 Smores modules, are shown in a
long hallway environment. In 7(c), a complex environment
with a custom heightfield in the middle of it is visualized.
In 7(d), a scaffold made of SuperBot modules stands in a



custom heightfield environment. In 7(e), a complex tree of
SuperBot modules is simulated. In 7(f), a wheeled robot
module navigates a maze. Additional configurations and
environments are shown in Figure 1.

C. Self-Reconfiguration and Autonomous Behaviors
Finally, we present results demonstrating that ReBots is

both capable of facilitating the creation and simulation of
complex module behaviors as well as capable of simulat-
ing general self-reconfiguration of robot modules. Figure 8
shows a tree of SuperBot modules autonomously reconfig-
uring itself from a tree into a long snake (1-6), stepping
two times (by connecting to the ground, 7-11), reconfiguring
back into a tree (12-14), and picking up a red object (15-17).
Simulating this procedure required extensive use of message
passing between modules (to determine kinematic structure,
compute inverse kinematics, compute collision-free paths
between joint configurations, etc.). Figure 9 shows a tree
of 6 SuperBot modules autonomously picking up, carrying
(locomoting) and placing the red objects into their appro-
priate goal locations (blue). These results demonstrate the
simulation of high-level planning behaviors in conjunction
with low-level sensors and motor control.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed a high-performance drag-and-drop

simulator for autonomous modular and self-reconfigurable
robots called ReBots. ReBots is built on top of the Unreal
Engine 4 game engine, and takes important steps toward
overcoming the high learning curve (extensive program-
ming knowledge) and large manual coding effort required
to create useful simulations in current state-of-the-art self-
reconfigurable robot simulators. ReBots enables users to
prototype modules, build environments, set up robot config-
urations, and load programs onto modules graphically with
an intuitive GUI mouse-and-keyboard interface. Extensive
results demonstrated the ability of ReBots to simulate com-
plex configurations of modular and self-reconfigurable robots
in complex environments (including environments with soft
bodies, sand, and fluid) in a way that scaled well with
the number of robots being simulated, even at maximum
rendering quality settings. Future work will endeavor to au-
tomate the creation of the C++ code for robot module bodies
prototyped visually in the ReBots GUI, add support for more
diverse types of robot modules, sensors, and actuators, and
add support for more advanced mechanical connectors.
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